Montirius « Confidentiel »
2014 Gigondas rouge – 92/100
A lovely, silky version, relying on a pure, unadorned beam of raspberry and cherry fruit that glides through. A bright iron twinge carries the finish, which reveals a violet echo. Atypical for Gigondas, and very pretty. Drink now through 2020.

Montirius « Le Clos » 2014 Vacqueyras rouge – 91/100
Quite ripe but very pure, with a silky core of raspberry and cherry reduction notes unadorned with toast, streaming through to an iron- and black tea-infused finish. Drink now through 2019.

Montirius « Minéral » 2015 Vacqueyras Blanc – 91/100
Ripe peach, nectarine and mirabelle plum notes are offset by hints of singed almond and citrus oil, giving the lush core the tension it needs for balance on the finish. Drink now through 2018.

Montirius « Garrigues » 2014 Vacqueyras rouge – 90/100
A fresh style, with sleek-edged cherry and damson plum fruit lined with light savory and iron accents. Racy and tightly focused on the finish. Drink now through 2018.

Montirius « Terre des Aînés » 2014 Gigondas Rouge – 89/100
A sleek, unadorned style, with a beam of cassis driving alone, flecked with gentle herb, dried anise and mineral accents through the focused finish. A pure, understated style. Drink now through 2022.